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inTroducTion

The conventional methods for the detection of MI and its 
discrimination from healthy people were based on the check and 
study of ST segment, T direction, Q pathologic on conventional 
electrocardiogram (ECG). Using of wavelet transform in ECG 
signals to reveal more details has been developed for last 
10 years. The analysis of vectorcardiogram (VCG) features, 
which is extracted from orthogonal leads has also been used 
for myocardial infarction (MI) detection, since the orthogonal 
leads give us more and helpful information about ventricles.[1]

There are many studies about MI patients’ detection using 
different methods. Hurd et al. 1981 first used VCG and ECG 
simultaneously for detection of MI patients.[1] Eriksson et al. 
1997 also studied patients with left and right bundle branch 
block using VCG in order to diagnose MI.[2] Papaloukas 
et al. 2002 studied ST segment and T wave using artificial 
neural network.[3] Toledo et al. 2009 proposed an analysis 
of high-frequency QRS components to identify cardiac 
ischemia.[4] Dehnavi et al. 2011 using VCG and neural network 
identified ischemic patients with %86 accuracy.[5] Furthermore, 

recently Correa et al. 2013 extracted new features and showed 
that combination of conventional and new extracted features 
is high sensitive in detection of MI patients.[6]

Our study was based on signal averaged electrocardiogram 
(SAECG) and its wavelet decomposition as a new method in 
detection of MI patients. During the procedure, multiple ECG 
tracings were obtained over a period of approximately 20 min 
evaluating several hundred cardiac cycles to detect subtle 
abnormalities that increased risk for cardiac arrhythmias. 
These subtle abnormalities are usually undetectable on a 
conventional ECG. The late potentials (LP) in cardiac disease 
such as ventricular tachycardia were studied using SAECG.[7,8] 
We assumed this technique is sensitive to detect the acute 
myocardial infarction (AMI) and gives more information than 
conventional ECG. SAECG uses orthogonal leads such as VCG.

maTerials and meThods

Real electrocardiographic signals provided by “PhysioNet” 
database were used to develop our algorithm in the 
technique. We chose “PTB diagnostic ECG database[9] with 
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A B S T R A C T

There are a variety of electrocardiogram based methods to detect myocardial infarction (MI) patients. This study used the signal 
averaged electrocardiogram (SAECG) and its wavelet coefficient as an index to detect MI. Orthogonal leads signals from 50 acute 
myocardial infarction (AMI) and 50 healthy subjects were selected from the national metrology institute of Germany (PTB diagnostic 
database). They were filtered and discrete wavelet transformed was exerted on them. Four conventional features and two new features 
introduced in this study were extracted from SAECG and its wavelet decompositions. Finally for data classification, probabilistic neural 
network were used. This method was able to detect and discriminate AMI patients from healthy subjects using the probabilistic neural 
network, which shows 93.0% sensitivity at 86.0% specificity with 89.5% accuracy. This technique and the new extracted features 
showed good promise in the identification of MI patients. However, the sensitivity and specificity is comparable with other findings and 
has high accuracy although we extracted only 6 features.
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a sampling frequency of 1 kHz, resolution of 16 bit with 
0.5 μV/LSB and total duration of about 2 min. Each ECG was 
made by 15 leads: The 12 conventional and 3 orthogonal 
(Frank leads). The study population consisted of 100 cases 
each with three orthogonal signals (Vx, Vy, Vz) from the 
Frank leads. In this study, 50 normal controls with no history 
of MI and 50 patients with AMI were included. MI patients 
from PTB 15 lead diagnostic database were AMI patients.

The stages of the proposed method have shown in summary 
in a general diagram [Figure 1].

filtering and preprocessing

The ECG signals were preprocessed in two following stages 
to reduce low/high frequency noises and the artifacts caused 
by power line interface.
•	 Removing	DC	component	and	the	low	frequency	oscillation	

and also remaining in interested bandwidth limit, 
4th order High-pass and a 5th order Low-pass bidirectional 
Butterworth filters with cut-off frequencies of 25 Hz and 
300 Hz respectively[7,10] were used in ECG signal

•	 Removing	 power	 line	 interface	 noise,	 a	 narrow	 band	
noise centered 50 Hz frequency, 50 Hz notch filter were 
created by the filter design toolbox of MATLAB software 
version 7.11.0, Math works Inc., Natick, MA.

signal averaged ecg

Signal averaged electrocardiography is a technique to detect 
low signals in microvolts range, by improving signal to 

Figure 1: General diagram of proposed method

noise ratio. Relocation of the positions of leads in patients 
causes to change in their waveform. Thus choosing a low 
noise segment of the signal and calculating the maximum 
autocorrelation between it and other its segments, QRS 
complexes could be found. The average of these segments 
gives an informative QRS complex with minimum noise.

averaging

Averaging for SAECG can be used either temporal or spatial 
by three pairs of orthogonal bipolar leads X, Y, Z. To record 
SAECG, 150-300 beats are sufficient in the most of cases. 
The most famous signal averaging method that has been 
used in the literatures is signal time averaging that includes 
averaging for several consecutive QRS complexes in the 
time domain. This method will not work properly unless 
the QRS complex replicated exactly.

To obtain an averaged signal it must be generally analyzed 
and fragmented into QRS complexes with different cycles 
to form an averaged single QRS complex. The ventricular 
premature beats signals, unusual conduction beats or beats 
with detected noises were identified and excluded from 
the processing system. An automatic model recognition 
algorithm using several primary QRS complexes were 
utilized to generate a new pattern. Using this pattern, the 
next beat was analyzed in terms of the appropriateness of 
the pattern and selected if it was fit in the pattern. Finally, 
the selected beats along signal were averaged.[11]

vector magnitude

The filtered signals for the three leads were combined into 
a VM which quantifies the energy measured by the three 
bipolar leads.[7] VM is defined as:

VM = + +X Y Z2 2 2  (1)

where X(t), Y(t) and Z(t) are the SAECG of the three leads that 
is shown in Figure 2.

Wavelet decomposition analysis

Wavelet transform that is widely used in biomedical 
applications converts a signal into a different form of 
signals in time and frequency domains simultaneously. 
This conversion reveals the characteristics that are hidden 
in the original signal. The wavelet basis function is small 
and has an oscillating wavelike characteristic that has its 
concentrated energy in time.

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has been used for 
analyzing, decomposing and compressing the ECG signals. 
It generates coefficients based on the correlation between 
the wavelet of certain scales and the original signal. 
A signal using DWT may be characterized by a number of 
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Figure 2: Example of vector magnitude of three orthogonal electrocardiogram 
leads

wavelet coefficients produced by distinct scales. Carrying 
out of DWT for the discrete time series might be called 
discrete-time continuous wavelet transform. It corresponds 
to a multi-resolution analysis, which can decrease the 
redundancy of each filtered signal, so the processing 
algorithm can be applied effectively to a small subset of 
the original signal. Basic wavelets are characterized by 
symmetry, orthogonality and compact support.

Besides the mentioned properties, shape matching is 
alternative to wavelet selection. In this study, we used 
“Coiflet” wavelet as basic wavelet that is orthogonal and 
has shape matching with signal averaged curve feature 
[Figure 3]. This wavelet has better detection for ECG[12] 
and insures minimum signal degradation. It provides a 
convenient technique for QRS extraction[13] and widely 
used in data compression.[14] Furthermore, this was used for 
cardiac arrhythmia classification algorithms.[15,16]

statistical analysis

Data are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation and 
statistical analysis was performed using the independent 
t-test for paired variables. P < 0.05 was considered to be 
significant. Statistical software that used in this paper was 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 16.0.0., 
SPSS Inc., Chicago.

feature extraction

feature extraction from saecg
In this section, three features are extracted from SAECG 
without applying wavelet transform:

QRS-d feature is the time duration of a filtered QRS from 
onset to offset in time (sample), this is a conventional 
feature.

Maxpeak is calculated by voltage of the maximum peak of a 
signal in SAECG.

Smooth muscle is smoothness magnitude of the curve in 
SAECG, which as a new feature was used in this study. Our 
purpose was to check the smoothness of signal that shows 
a significant difference between MI and healthy group. 
After extraction of this feature from two groups’ data, they 
statistically were analyzed to confirm our assumption.

In order to measure the smoothness of function y(t) over an 
interval [0, n] by Eq. (2), where t is the number of samples 
(time) and f(t) is the signal amplitude (voltage):

Curve smoothness  or =
=

=∑ ∫( '' ( )) ( ''( ))y t y t
t

t n n2

0

2

0
 (2)

This equation was normalized to the maximum peak in all 
cases to obtain comparable criteria.

The extracted features from wavelet transformed 
saecg
Three other features after applying wavelet transform were 
extracted:

MaxMin: Numerical differences between maximum and 
minimum peak on wavelet decomposed signal. Maxhist: 
Maximum value of the histogram for wavelet decomposed 
signal. Number of disarrangement points (NDP): 
Takayama et al.[17] exerted continues wavelet transform 
on one orthogonal lead for hypertrophy cardiomyopathy 
patients and extracted signal distortion feature. NDP is 
disarrangement criteria for wavelet decomposed signal 
(number of positive and negative peaks). In this paper, this 
feature was extracted with wavelet transformed SAECG 
(WTSAECG) from 3 pair leads from MI patients and healthy 
subjects. Furthermore, statistical analysis was performed 
using independent sample t-test to check results. Other 
features that did not show a significant difference between 
two study groups were removed from our study.

Figure 3: Scaling function for Coif5
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class is determined by the highest value of the PDF 
estimates.[18]

For this study, 80 samples were selected for training through 
100 samples and 20 samples for testing. To obtain significant 
result, k-fold cross validation method was used. This method 
is also known as rotational method. Basically, k-fold cross 
method is derived from the cross-validation method that is 
used to measure and compare the learning algorithm. The 
cross-validation process is repeated k times (the folds), with 
each of the k subsamples used exactly once as the validation 
data. The k results from the folds then could be averaged to 
produce a single estimation. Furthermore different results were 
obtained by changing in the spread of radial basis function 
factor in the network and suitable spread was evaluated so the 
best sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were selected.

resulTs

After using wavelet transform in decomposition of SAECG in 
five levels, second detail level were selected because of the 
apparent features for comparison study between two groups. 
Figure 5 shows this apparent features, for example MI patients’ 
wavelet coefficient is disordered than healthy people.

classification by the probabilistic neural network

Probabilistic neural network is based on radial basis 
function and it may be used for classification problems. 
The classification of an input pattern was determined by 
the largest value of a posteriori class probability density 
function (PDF). Unknown probability densities can be 
estimated using a set of training samples (normalized to 
parzen model that has shown in Eq. (3): Unit length) in a

f x
m

z

c
d

i
i

( )
( )

exp( )/=
−∑1 1

2
1

2 2 2πσ σ
 (3)

where x is the feature vector of the input sample, mc is the 
number of training patterns in class c, σ is the smoothing 
parameter, d is the number of features, and Zi = yi × x, with 
yi representing the training pattern of each sample in class c. 
The smoothing parameter σ is computed from  2 = −Gm F

c , 

where F
d

=
1

 and G is determined through experimental 

probabilistic neural network (PNN) classifications of the data 
in which G is allowed to vary. The value of G is taken from 
running PNN that provides the highest classification accuracy.

The accuracy of the PNN classification somewhat depends 
on the accuracy of this PDF approximation. A very large 
value of smoothing parameter (σ →	 ∞)	 produces	 an	
estimation that is Gaussian in spite of the true underlying 
distribution. A very small value of smoothing parameter 
(σ → 0) produces an estimation that has distinct modes 
corresponding to the locations of each training sample. 
However, classification accuracy has not been significantly 
changed by small changes in σ. The PNN configuration for a 
two-class problem is displayed in Figure 4.

The input units distribute the features of the samples 
being classified by the neural network. The pattern units 
produce the dot product (Zi = yi × x) and perform the 
neuron activation function (the exponentiation). The 
output for each class from the pattern units are summed 
in the appropriate summation units. Finally, the output Figure 4: Architecture of probabilistic neural network

Figure 5: Wavelet transformed signal for control (above) and myocardial infarction (below), there is a significant discrimination in form, distortion and 
amplitude of peaks for two groups

ba
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Analyzing the results using independent t-test for extracted 
features showed significantly difference between two 
groups (P < 0.05). In addition, the filtered QRS complex 
in MI group was longer than it in the healthy group 
(183.9 ± 40.1 vs. 156.9 ± 18.6, P < 0.001). Maximum 
value of the peak in healthy people was higher than it in 
MI patients (821.1 ± 279.2 vs. 485.7 ± 142.1, P < 0.001). 
Signal smoothness value in MI patients was more than it 
in healthy people (0.2 ± 0.12 vs. 0.12 ± 0.03, P < 0.001). 
The distortion criteria in MI patients was greater than 
it in the control group (37.6 ± 9.6 vs. 33.4 ± 7.3, 
P = 0.016). Furthermore, maximum value of signal 
histogram in MI patients was greater than it in the control 
group (34.5 ± 5.3 vs. 30.6 ± 2.7, P < 0.001). Numerical 
differences between the maximum and minimum of the 
peak on wavelet decomposed signal in the healthy group 
were more than that in MI patients (182.3 ± 71.7 vs. 
135.4 ± 58.4, P = 0.001). All these features comparison 
between two groups are shown in Table 1.

This paper used 10-fold cross validation and also True 
positive, False positive, True negative, False negative, 
Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were calculated for each 
fold so then averaged for 10 folds. The Classification results 
for 10-fold are shown in Table 2.

Finally, confusion matrix for the results was calculated that 
is shown in Table 3.

discussion

In this study, we used signal averaged ECG and its wavelet 
coefficient with probability neural network to detect MI 
patients and applied 2 min orthogonal leads signals to 
obtain SAECG form, while the time was shorter than other 
SAECGs’ methods that were used in LP detection. As a result 
saving time was an advantage of our method. In addition 
by comparing conventional ECG (using 10 electrodes), 
our technique used seven electrodes that was another 
advantage for this method.

The diagnostic methods of MI are commonly used in clinical 
practice, including ECG, blood enzymes, computer imaging, 
chest X-ray, and cardiac catheterization etc., However 
clinicians are interested to use noninvasive, fast, cheap and 
high precision methods for diagnosis. ECG with different 
electrode positions such as conventional electrodes position 
or orthogonal electrodes position has many benefits. By 
using computer and mathematical models in cardiology, the 
infarction diagnosis is rising.

This technique using a new method in MI patient’s detection is 
more sensitive than the previous works[2,3,5,6] but is comparable 
in Specificity and accuracy with them. Finally, comparing 
our results with those recently reported by others[5,6] can be 
concluded that our method based on 6 features shows good 

performance. Dehnavi et al.[5] based on 22 features obtains 
Sen = 70% and Spec = 86%, Correa et al.[6] based on 8 
VCG features obtains Sen = 88.5% and Spec = 92.1% in 
comparison, our method using only 6 features achieves 
Sen = 93.0% and Spec = 86.0%. The results of our study 
and some of other previous works are presented in Table 4.

Table 3: Confusion matrix for all data
Predicted actual MI Healthy Total (%)

MI TP=93 FN=7 Sen=93.0
Healthy FP=14 TN=84 Spec=86.0

Acc=89.5
MI – Myocardial infarction; TP – True positive; FN – False negative; FP – False 
positive; TN – True negative; Sen – Sensitivity; Spec – Specificity; Acc – Accuracy

Table 4: The results of various methods in detection of MI 
patients using ECG and VCG
Method Extracted features Sen % Spec % Acc %

Eriksson et al.[2] QRS vector analysis - - 71 and 78
Papaloukas et al.[3] ST-T segment analysis 90 90 -
Dehnavi et al.[5] 22 VCG features 70 86 86
Correa et al.[6] 8 VCG features 88.5 92.1 90
Our method 6 WTSAECG features 93.0 86.0 89.5
VCG – Vectorcardiogram; WTSAECG – Wavelet transformed signal averaged 
electrocardiogram; MI – Myocardial infarction; ECG – Electrocardiogram;  
QRS – QRS complex; ST – S and T wave

Table 1: Statistical analysis of six selected features listed in 
order expressed in text by mean±standard deviation
Feature Healthy (n=50) MI (n=50) P value

QRS-d 156.9±18.6 183.9±40.1 <0.001
Maxpeak 821.1±279.2 485.7±142.1 <0.001
SM 0.12±0.03 0.2±0.12 <0.001
MaxMin 182.3±71.7 135.4±58.4 0.001
Maxhist 30.6±2.7 34.5±5.3 <0.001
NDP 33.4±7.3 37.6±9.6 0.016
All the features are normalized to a QRS complex. QRS-d – Time duration of a filtered 
QRS from onset to offset in time; Maxpeak – Voltage of the maximum peak of a signal 
in SAECG; SM – Smoothness magnitude; MaxMin – Numerical differences between 
maximum and minimum peak on wavelet decomposed signal; Maxhist – Maximum 
value of histogram for wavelet decomposed signal; NDP – Number of disarrangement 
points; MI – Myocardial infarction; P<0.05

Table 2: Tabular analysis of k (10) folds cross-validation 
method for all folds
*Fold no. FP TN TP FN Sen Spec Acc

1 0 10 10 0 1 1 1
2 0 10 10 0 1 1 1
3 1 9 10 0 1 0.9 0.95
4 1 9 9 1 0.9 0.9 0.9
5 2 8 9 1 0.9 0.8 0.85
6 2 8 9 1 0.9 0.8 0.85
7 2 8 9 1 0.9 0.8 0.85
8 2 8 9 1 0.9 0.8 0.85
9 2 8 9 1 0.9 0.8 0.85
10 2 8 9 1 0.9 0.8 0.85
Total 14 84 93 7 Average=0.93 Average=0.86 Average=0.895
*TP – True positive; FN – False negative; FP – False positive; TN – True negative; 
Sen – Sensitivity; Spec – Specificity; Acc – Accuracy
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Detection of MI patients with ECG has three parameters, a 
significant Q wave for necrosis, ST segment elevation for 
injury and inverted T wave for ischemia. In AMI, it is usual 
for T to be inverted or ST elevation be seen. T inverted 
detection (ischemia) is easy to identify rather than ST 
elevation because of its feature. However, after a short time 
it returns to its original state and depends upon two other 
parameters. Because of averaging three pairs of orthogonal 
leads, our method has more information about cardiac 
electrical changes rather than one conventional lead. 
Furthermore, we used wavelet coefficient that was included 
more information about ventricles that were hidden in 
conventional method/or it were difficult to detect.

conclusion

Based on the results of this study, we can be concluded that 
our technique has shown significant performance in MI 
patient detection. However, the sensitivity and specificity is 
comparable with other findings[2,3,5,6] and has high accuracy 
although we extracted only 6 features.

Briefly, the proposed technique, based on signal averaged 
ECG and WTSAECG and new extracted features using 
probabilistic neural network may well be used for more 
accurate identification of MI patients.
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